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Physics. - STOKES'S Theory of Abel'ration in the Supposition of 
a Val'iable DriJ1sily of' the A ethel·. By Prof. H. A. LORI<:NTz. 

In the thflory of abel'ration that has been proposed by Prof. STOKES 
it must be assumed that the aether bas au irrotalional motion and 
that, all over the eal'th's sUl'face, its velocity is equal to that of the 
plan et itself, in its yearly motion. These two conditions are easily 
shown to contradict each other, if the aethcr is understood to have 
everywhere the same invariable density. 

Prof. PLANCK of Berlin bad the kindness to call mv attention to 
" 

the fact that both conditions might be satisfied at the same time, 
if the aether were com}Jl'essible and subject to gravity, so that it 
could be condensed al'ound the earth hke a gas. It is true, a certain 
amount of sliding is not to b~ avoided, but the relative yelocity of 
the aethrl' with regard to the earth may be made as small as we 
!tke by supposing the condensation sufficiently large. 

At my lequcst Prof. PLANCK permitted me to communicate his 
treatment of tho case; it is as fo11ows. 

Instead of considering the ea1'l11 rnoving thl'ough the aethe1' ~ e 
shall suppose the plauet to be at rest and the aether to flow along 
it; this comes to the same thing. Let this motion be steady and 
irrotational and let the velocity at infinite distance be 1', constant 
in direction and magnitude. Let the aether obey BOYLE'S law and 
be attracted by the eal'th according to tbe law of NEWTON. 

We sha11 place the origin of coordinates in thc centre of the planet 
aud give to the axis of z the direction of the velocity c. Finally we 
sha11 eall the distance to the centre 1', the radius of the earth ro, 
the velocity-potential (P, the pressure p, tbe uensity k, an rl the poten
tial of gravity per unit mass V. We sha11 denote by f' the constant 

k 
ratio -, and by g the value 

p 

of the acceleration at the surface of the earth. 
The motion will be determined by the equations 

i (k OCfi) +i (k aCfi) + i (k aCfi ) = 0 ax d.c 0 Y oy 0.2 OZ 
and 

JdP 1 I (a Cfi)2 (aCfi)2 (O(p)2 j 
Ik + V +"21 a.v + ay + dz ~ = const. 

. • (1) 

. . (2) 
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The problem becomes much simpIer if, in the second equation, we 
suppose the variations of the square of the velo city to be much 
I:lmaller than those of either of the first terms. We may then write 

or, sinee 
f dp 

k + v= ronst. , 

'I' 9 
V - 0 --g-, 

7' 

'I' 2 -
lO,g k - P g ~ = const. 

'I' 

If ko be the density at the surface, and 

ft 9 7'02 = a, 

the last equation becomes 

log k - log ko - ex (2- - ~) = 0 
'I' '1'0 

. . , (3) 

As we see, Dur simplification consists in this, that the distribution 
of the aether is independent of its motion, th at is to ~ay that it is 
condemed to the same àegree as if it were at rest. 

Substituting the value of k from (3) in (1), we find a differential 
equation for the determination of cp, It can be satisfied by 

the form of the solution being chosen with a view to the remaining 
conditions of the problem. These are 

1°. for '1'= 00 

oep dep oep 
o.-v=oy = 0, az = c, 

2°. for 7' = '1'0 

arp ar- = O. 

They give us the following relations between the constants of 
integration a and b: 
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• • • • • (5) 

" 
( 

(J,2 a )--
a = -2 + - + 1 e TO b. 

21'0 1'0 
. • • (6) 

The velocity with which the aether slides along the earth IS 

found to be 

TO b sin () , • • • . . • (7) 

where () is the angle between the radius of the_ point considered 
and the direction of the velocity c. Now, Prof. PLANCK remarks 

that, by (6), if only !!..- be large enough, ct will be very small rela-
1'0 

tively to b, so that, as (5) shows, b is nearly equal to c. But then, 
the value of v given by (7) will be a very smaH fraction of c itself. 

If the quotient of the pressure and the density had the same 
value for aether as for air of 0°, and if the force of gravity acted 
with the same intensity on the aether as on ponderabie matter, we 
should have 

!!.- = 800, appl'oximately. 
1'0 

The sliding would then be absolutely imperceptible, but it should 
be Dotieed that this would ue duo to an enormOUB condensation, 
the ratio n between the densities for l' = 1'0 and l' = CIJ being by (3) 

" e TO. 

In order that the aethel' may follow the earth in its motion in 
so far as is necessary for thc explication of the phenomena, we 
need not require th at the condensation should have such a high 

value. Of course, it would be less, if either !:... or g were smaller 
p 

thall for air. 
We can easily determine what degree of condensation must 

necessal'ily be admitted. Indeed, the constant of aberration may be 
reckoned to correspond to within 1/2 pCt. to the value given by 
the elementary theory of the phenomenon; consequently, in the theory 
of STOKES, the velocity of sliding should be no more than about 

1/2 pCt. of the earth's velocity. Now, putting' a = 10, I find for 
1'0 

the maximum value of the velocity of sliding 0,011 c. If ~ = 11 , 
1'0 
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this value would be 0,0055 c. 'l.'hus we are led to the conclusion 

that !:.. cannot be much different from 11, so that tbe least admis
'1'0 

sible value of the condensation is nearJy n = ell • 

CaJcuJations which we shall omit here may serve to estimate the 
error tbat bas been committed in simplifying- the equation (2). It 
is found that far away fl'om the earth the error may become rather 
large, but th at nearer the surface, precisely on account of the small
ness of the velocity in tbese parts, we neeà not trouble oursel ves 
about it. Thus, ",hat has been said about the condensation may 
be true, even though the state of motion -in the l'arefied aether, at 
great distances, depal't widely from the equation (4). 

Strictly speaking, the condensation must be still more considerable 
than tbe value we lJave found to be necessary. If the aether be 
attracted by the earth, it is natural to suppose that it is aoted on 
likewise by the sun; thus, the earth wiH describe its orbit in a 
spa ce in which the aether is al ready condensed. In this dense aether 
the earth must produce a new condensation. 

Of course it is not necessary that the atü'action follow precisely 
the law of inverse squares; any law which leads ta a suffi.cient 
condensation will suffice for our purpose. To understaml the con
nexion between the condensation and the velocity of sliding, we 
may consider a simple case. Let the aether have a constant small 
density k outside a cel'tain sphel'e, concentl'ic with the earth, and 
withilI this sphere a constant density k' > k. 

lf now the earth were at rest, and the aether flowed along lt, 
a diametral plane of tlte sphere, perpendicular to the mean direction 
of flow, would be traversed by a quantity of aether, equal to that 
which enters the sphere on one side and leaves it 011 the othor 
side. If this sha1l be the case, the velocities in si de the sphere must 

be of the order ~ c, if ontside the surface they are of the order c. 
H ' 

If we wish to maintain the theory of Prof. STOKES by the sup
position of a condensation in the neighbourhood of the earth, it 
wi1l be necessary to add a second hypothesis, namely that the velo
city of light be the same in the highly condensed and in the not 
condensed aether. This is the theory that may be opp03ed to that 
of FRESNEL, according to which the aether has no motion at all. 
In comparing the two we should, I believe, pay attention to the 
followiDg' points. 

1. The latter theory can only serve its purpose if we introduce 
the weU known coeffi.cient of FRESNEL, concerning the' propagation 
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of light in moving mr.dia. Now, this coefficient has been fonnd to 
be tl'UO by direct measurements and may be calculated by means 
of well founded theoretical considerations. It might be deemed strange, 
if in these ways we arrived precisely at the value that is required 
by a wrong theoJ'Y. 

2. Jf we hope some time to account for the force of gravitation 
by means of actions going on in the aether, it is natural to suppose 
that the aether itself is not subject to this force. 

On these and other grounels, I consider FRESNEL'S theory as the 
more satisfactory of the two. Prof. PLANCK is of the same opinion. 
Ne\'ertheles3 it will be of importance to consider the question from 
all sides, and it is for this reason that the following remarks may 
here be allowed. 

1. lf tbe large condellsation that has been spoken of and the 
constancy of tbe velocity of propagation, whatever be the density, 
be taken for granted, one can indeed explain all observed pheno
meno.. At least, I for one have been unable to find a contradiction. 
It is true, as has already been stated, that, far away from. the 
eartb, the equation (4) will no longer hold. In considering the motion 
in those distant regions, the square of the velocity in the equation 
(2) has to be taken into account, and the sun's attl'action will have 
to_ be considered. But, aftel' all, I find that there may always exist 
an irrotationaI motion, and this, in addition to a sufficicnt conden
sation near the earth, is all that is requil'ed. 

2. If we apply to tbe moving aether the equations which 
HERTZ has pl'oposed fol' moving dielectrics 1) the propagation of light 
will obey very simple laws. Suppose the earth to be at rest, and 
the aether fo flow, and let the axel) of coordinates be fixed in space. 
Then, jf b be the dielectric displacement, S) the mag'netic force, !) 

the velocity of tbe aether and V that of light, and if the electro
magnetic properties of the aether be supposed to be wholly inde
pendent of jts density, the equation may be put in tbe form 

Div b = 0, 

1) Wied. Ann. Bd. 4], p. 369. 
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We shall apply these equations to a steady motion with velocity
potential (P, without &upposing that Div u vanishes. We &hall how
ever neglect quantItles of the order u2• 

Now if) instead of t, we introduce as a new independent variabIe 

t' = t +!E. 
V 2 ' 

and instead of band oP the vectol's 1Y' and .p', defined by 

~':& = 4 % V2 b.r + (uz .py - uy.pz), etc., 
aml 

.p':& = pz - 4- % (uz by - Uy bz), etc., 

the equations become 
Div 1Y' = 0 , 

3.p'z a.p'?! 1 3~'z 
Ty - a;- = V2 at' etc. 

Div .p' = 0 , 

31Y'z a~'y a.p'-r t ay--a;-=-V' ec. 

These formulae bave the same form as thoso that would hold for 
an aether without motion, and ibis is sufficient to obtain in a moment 
the well lmown theorems concerning the rotation of the wave-fronts 
and the rectilinearity of the rays of light. At the same time we 
see that at the boundary of the different layers of the aether, which 
slide one over the other, thel'e is never a reflection of light. 

It is curious that in the two rival theories somewhat the same 
mathematical artifices may be used. 

3. There seems to be nothing against the assumption tha.t, while 
the aether may be condensed by gra\'itation, molecular forces are 
incapable of producing tbis effect. In tbIS way it might be explained 
that small masses, e. g. the fiowing water in FIZEAU'S experiments, 
cannot drag the aether along with it. In these cases the cOE'fficient 
of FRESNEL would romain of use. 

4. A decision botween the two theoriE's would be soon obtained, 
if the phenomena of the daily a be1'l'ation \\ ere sufficiently known. 
Unfortunately, this is by IlO means the case; even, as Prof. VAN DE 
SANDE BAKHUYZEN assurcs me, one has never purposely examined 
what the existing observations teach us cOllcerning this aberration. 

Mathematics. - "On reclucible lzyperellipfic Integrals." By Prof. 
J. C. KLUYVER. 

(Will be published in the Pl'oceedings of tho next meeting.) 

(April 22tIl 18~9.) 


